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In this paper we will explore the creation of a mono-
lithically integrated wavelength meter in InP. This type
of devices are a key requirement for many applications
and it is especially important to have them integrated
with active components like lasers and gain sections.
We present a wavelength meter based on multiple ring
resonators that has been realized in a commercial MPW
run and tested using a tunable laser.
The designed circuit is theoretically capable of resolu-
tion down to 1.6pm and a measurement speed down to
500ps within a wavelength range of 100nm.
© 2022 Optica Publishing Group
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1. INTRODUCTION4

The determination of light wavelength is not limited to telecom-5

munication application, but it has also various applications in6

Wavelength Division Multiplexing, spectroscopy, tunable lasers7

control and metrology [1–3].8

Among all integrated photonics platforms, Indium Phosphide9

(InP) is the only platform that allows monolithic integration10

of lasers and optical gain sections[4]. It is important to have11

wavelength meters that can be co-integrated with lasers, since12

this allows better control of integrated tunable laser with all the13

benefits of integration: lower footprint, better performance and14

easier fabrication.15

InP platforms have a second advantage over the others as they16

enable higher operation speeds, thanks to high speed modula-17

tors, and give future prospects of integration into a more ad-18

vanced compact photonic system.19

A variety of different designs for integrated wavelength me-20

ters has been reported in the literature [2, 5, 6]. All these works21

are focused on Silicon or Silicon Nitride platform employing dif-22

ferent techniques between ring resonators or differential trans-23

mission thought multimode interferometers. The most remark-24

able result so far have has been able to achieve good performance25

both in range (100nm) and accuracy (15pm) [7].26

Respect to Silicon and Silicon Nitride platform, InP suffers lower27

performances since passive components have higher losses and28

higher bend radius are used in the platforms. This makes par-29

ticularly hard to design ring resonators with high Free Spectral30

Range, that are at the hearth of wavelength meters design.31

So far the wider bandwidth reported in an InP platform is of32

3nm [8].33

The design that we present in this paper is specifically34

thought to mitigate the limitation of the InP platform by use of35

different ring resonators.36

In our design, in order to achieve a high operation bandwidth37

we employ four microring resonators, each of them contains38

a phase modulator that can achieve 2π phase shift and the39

through port of the ring is connected to an independent40

photodiode (PD). The different length of the rings leads to41

different Free Spectral Range (FSR) that can be used to increase42

the operational bandwidth of the system. The setup work43

with the modulation of spectral position of ring resonances44

while monitoring the PDs output. The subsequent wavelength45

measurement is obtained by checking at what modulator bias46

we observe a minimum in ring transmission. This information47

creates a set of 4 values that will then be compared with a48

lookup table, obtained during calibration, to estimate the light49

wavelength.50

51

The presented design has been fabricated on the generic In-52

dium Phosphide (InP) platform of the Franhofer Heinrich Hertz53

Institute(HHI), the experimental results in this letter have been54

obtained with a custom photonic setup in the University of Vigo.55

56

2. METHODS57

In Figure 1 the schematic of the circuit is shown. The device58

works by routing a monochromatic source to four micro-ring59

resonators. Each ring contains a phase shifter (PHS) that allows60

to change the ring resonance when electrically controlled. Please61

http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/ao.XX.XXXXXX
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the circuit, an unknown monochromatic
source is routed to four rings of different length using a com-
bination of MMI splitters. Phase modulators (yellow box) are
used to tune the rings on resonance with the source. Transmis-
sion spectra are recorded with photodetectors (PD).

notice that no "drop" port is present along the rings. In such62

way unnecessary losses are avoided allowing for higher cavity63

Q factor.64

Calling θ(I) the phase added by the PHS, the subset of wave-65

length on resonance with the ring are defined by the expression:66

λ(k) =
L · ne f f

k +
θ(V)

2π

(1)

where k ∈ N, L is the ring length, ne f f the effective refractive67

index and V the voltage applied to the phase shifter.68

As mentioned before, the phase θ(V) can be changed by con-69

trolling the value of the applied voltage V. If the phase shifter70

is long enough, θ(V) can be made greater than 2π and the ring71

can be tuned on resonance with any input wavelength. The72

resonance condition can be easily identified since, when reached,73

minimum power is detected at the photo detector.74

Equation 1 does not define a bijective relation between the volt-75

age V and a wavelength λ. In other words, any ring taken76

individually can operate as a wavelength meter only if its free77

spectral range (FSR) is wider than the band of the unknown78

source. This problem can be overcome by using carefully de-79

signed rings of different length. This is because rings of different80

lengths have different possible sets of resonances associated with81

phase shifter voltage V. The intersection of such sets determines82

the input wavelength. To obtain such sets of wavelengths the83

system is operated as following.84

The source to be measured is coupled in the device, and85

transmitted intensity is measured at the detectors. PHSs are86

driven to sweep the phase θ(V) in the interval [0, 2π], in this87

way all PDs will have at least a minimum in transmission (Figure88

3) that can be associated to a driving voltage V characteristic of89

each ring. From each individual resonant voltage the subset of90

possible resonance wavelengths is deduced.91

It is worth to point out that to predict exactly such sets of92

wavelength a detailed model of: group index dispersion, phase93

control, temperature dependence and fabrication defects would94

be necessary. Given the challenge of the task, is much easier95

to proceed with an external calibration of the system in order96

to create a look up table where wavelengths are associated to97

specific voltages .98

3. RING DESIGN99

Rings must be designed of different length in order to allow for100

bandwidth expansion. It is advantageous to start with the design101

of ring L1, that has to be short as possible. Infact, the shorter the102

ring, the smaller the propagation loss, thus leading to an high103

Q factor and consequently a small full width half maximum104

(FWHM) of the resonance. This is of critical importance since105

FWHM poses a lower limit on the resolution achievable with106

the device. Shorter rings also have a wider FSR, that makes the107

task of expanding the detectable bandwidth easier.108

In general, the minimum achievable length for a ring is fixed109

by a number of design constrains. Every ring must have: a110

directional coupler, with a proper length to guarantee coupling,111

a PHS, long enough to guarantee at least a 2π phase shift, and112

two 180 degrees bends with the smallest radius of curvature113

available on the platform.114

The shortest ring we have designed in the HHI platform has115

a length of l = 3318µm. We call this ring L1. When designing116

the ring, we were afraid of not being able to reach phase shifts117

up to 2π. We therefore used a PHS of 800µm length. As it can be118

seen from figure 3, we could have been less conservative. A PHS119

of 300µm would have worked as well and would have required120

a voltage of about 5V to get a 2π phase shift.121

FSR =
c

ngL
(2)

Fig. 2. Top figure: Ring L1 and Ring L2 have similar FSR and
consequently it is not possible to resolve the resonance unam-
biguously in the interval.
Bottom figure:Ring L1 and Ring L3 have different spectral
range resulting in the possibility of determine the wavelength
without ambiguity in the selected interval.

For ring L1, assuming an effective index of ne f f = 3.5, using122

equation 2 we expect FSR close to 25 GHz (0.2nm) at a central123
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frequency of 193THz. With a process that resembles the vernier124

effect is possible to expand the operational bandwidth of the125

device.126

Equation 3 [9] predicts the combined FSR of two rings of127

length l1, l2. We can verify that a length L2 = 3324µm corre-128

sponds to FSR1−2 = 14.3THz (100nm).129

FSR1−2 = FSR1
L1

L1 − L2
(3)

130

131

However, this is not sufficient to determine the unknown132

wavelength over such broad spectrum. With the help of figure 2,133

we can understand better the problem. In the upper plot the the134

spectra of ring L1 and L2 are simulated.135

Because of the finite FWHM of the resonances we can-136

not determine if the resonance is at 1550.00nm, 1550.02nm or137

1449.98nm. In the lower plot instead we see what happens when138

we compare compare the spectra of L1 and L4. L4 as a length of139

l4 = 3578µm such that FSR1 − FSR4 > FWHM. The degener-140

acy has been removed and we can state the resonance common141

to both rings is at 1550.00nm. But why don’t we use only the142

rings L1 and L4 then? Because in such case the new combined143

FSR would be of only 3.318nm. According to our simulations,144

using only three rings is not sufficient to cover accurately a145

100nm wide band since there are regions in the spectra where146

a single wavelength cannot be identified. To finally solve the147

problem we have added ring L3 with l3 = 3578µm.148

4. CALIBRATION PROCEDURE149

At the moment, we have tested the concept of bandwidth ex-150

pansion over the span of 1nm at 1550nm. For such limited band-151

width rings L1 and L4 are sufficient to determine the wavelength152

without ambiguity. For that we have used a laser source of153

known wavelength, and acquired the PD response in steps of154

20nm. In Figure 3 we see an acquisition of the shortest ring at155

1549.96nm. We see numerous peaks, that implies that we over-156

estimated the necessary PHS minimum length and we could157

have used a shorter PHS. The peaks are clearly of two types:158

in particular we notice the odd peaks are much deeper than159

the even one. This is likely caused by the propagation of two160

different optical modes, likely fundamental TE and TM. For our161

calibration, we have decided to consider only the first three odd162

peaks, that are clearly distinguishable in all our acquisitions. For163

any wavelength step we have stored the voltages corresponding164

to such peaks. We did this both for peaks of ring L1 and L4.165

In Fig. 4 we have plotted the square of this voltage versus166

the corresponding wavelength. We plot the square because PHs167

are thermally controlled, and the electric power dissipated is168

proportional to the voltage squared. Every single group of reso-169

nances is fitted with a linear function. Using this fit is possible to170

create the look up table that associates the two voltages (V1,V2)171

to the corresponding wavelength. In the phase diagram of Fig.172

5 we have all the data displayed in the look up table. The hor-173

izontal axis shows the squared voltage applicable to the ring174

L1, the vertical ones refers to the squared voltage applicable to175

L2. Points in the phase space are identified by couples of values176

(V2
1 ,V2

2 ). The color of the point codifies the wavelength accord-177

ing to the color bar on the right. Error bars are also displayed.178

They have been obtained by computing the standard variation179

of experimental points from the predicting fitting model. We180

see that such error-bars correspond to an uncertainty of ±1.5pm181

Fig. 3. Measured response of ring L1 at a wavelength of
1549.96. The figure is obtained sweeping voltages between
0V and 5V and registering the power at the integrated photo-
diode. Using a peak detection alghorithms we can identify the
voltages associated with minima, noticing two series of peak
at different depth we have decided to consider only odd peaks
in our subsequent analysis.

on the estimated wavelength. To operate the wavelength meter,182

a script where experimental (V1, V2) are associated to the corre-183

sponding wavelength is necessary. Despite the extension of the184

error bars, the identification of an unique wavelength as been185

always possible in the tested range of 1nm.186

5. READING SPEED LIMIT187

We have realized that there is a minimum speed limit neces-188

sary to estimate the wavelength. Such limit is linked to light189

propagation into ta ring. Indeed,a ring resonator has a typical190

cavity lifetime that is determined by the Q factor: Q = ωτs .191

A time T = 3τs is necessary before considering the ring to be192

stabilized[10]. To cover the full FSR of any of the rings we need a193

number of steps in the voltage applied to the PHS. We chose this194

number of steps (m), in order not to lose resolution but also not195

to oversample the PD response. Given that the limit resolution196

is equal to the FWHM of the ring:197

m =
2FSR

FWHM
=

2FSR × Q
ω

(4)

We can express this equation in therms of Q to estimate the time198

T necessary for a complete measurement as:199

T = mτs =
6FSR × Q2

ω2 (5)

We can notice from this equation that the measurement speed200

scales with the square of the Q factor. In the following table201

we estimate the speed of our device for different Q factors at202

constant single ring FSR = 30 GHz and ω = 193 THz.203
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Fig. 4. Peak voltages of Ring L1 and Ring L4 respect to the in-
jection wavelength, each point in the graph correspond to a
minima: red point are minima of Ring L1, blue points are min-
ima of Ring L4. The data are fitted with a quadratic function in
order to create a lookup table.

Fig. 5. A visualization of the look up table, On the axes the
voltages obtained by fitting represented in Fig 4 for the two
different ring. The resulting wavelength is color coded, point
are separate by 4.4pm.

Table 1. Table representing the correlation between the Quality
factor of the cavity, minimum measurement Time and mea-
surement resolution. The results are obtained applying equa-
tion 5.

Q factor T Resolution

104 500ps 160pm

105 50ns 20pm

106 5µs 1.6pm

An important remark is necessary, the measurement speed204

does not depend on the number of rings since all the rings are205

measured simultaneously.206

6. CONCLUSIONS207

A photonic-integrated wavelength-meter based on multiple ring208

resonators has been realized in InP. The correct operation of the209

device has been verified for a limited bandwidth of 1nm. New210

measures are expected to be carried out with a much broader211

band in order to verify the stability and reliability over a span of212

100nm. Moreover, upon realization of wire bonding connections,213

it will be possible to test the maximum readout speed of the214

device.215
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